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本書は、宿谷が1980年代後半から2010年代後半にかけ
て取り組んできた 建築環境学 の研究・教育を通して得
た知見を総合的に纏め上げたものである。想定している
読み手は、環境工学（もしくは建築計画原論）分野の大
学院生や若手研究者・技術者の方々、加えて理論的に確
かな礎の上に環境デザインに取り組みたいと考えている
若手建築家の方々である（過去15年ほどの間、そのよう
に指向する若手建築家は、絶対数はまだ少ないとは言え、
増える傾向にある）。使用言語を英語としたのは日本に
加えて海外の読み手を想定したためである。
宿谷は建築環境を主たる対象としたエクセルギー研究を
展開してきたが、その過程で 従来の環境工学（における
光・熱・空気・湿気）に関する理論を、熱力学と人間生
物学を基礎として 著者なりに構成し直すことを目指すよ
うになり、研究の進捗に応じて教育に反映し得る結果を、
大学内における講義・演習や学外における市民向けセミ
ナーなどの場で積極的に活用してきた。本書はその
（2018年頃までの）集大成である。

本書の特徴は １）光や熱・空気・湿気の建築環境にお
ける振る舞いを、資源と環境の関係性を明示できるエク
セルギー概念に基づいて記述、２）建築環境を調整する
ためのパッシブ型・アクティブ型技術要素のそれぞれが
どのような特徴を有するかを、それらの相補性に着目し
て記述、３）ヒトの生物学的・熱力学的な性質と、住ま
い手の振る舞い（感覚－行動プロセス）の関係性を記述
していることである。

Chapter 1 Built Environment and Human Being
This chapter first clarifies the definition of environmental space and
a system to be focused on and thereby briefly introduces what our
closest environmental space is. We human being spend more than
90% of our life within the built environment indoors; therefore,
how the built environment is designed and lived is one of the most
important problems for everyone living on the Earth. Whether we
are professionals or non-professionals, it is necessary for us to
know better what the built environment is and to be able to seek
its rational sustainable solutions for human well-being. For this
purpose, the nested-structural characteristics, from the human
body, via built environment, via urban environment, via regional
environment, finally to global environment are discussed keeping in
mind the three classes of relationship between environment and
information: cellular environment and genetic information; built
environment and sensory information; and social environment and
linguistic information.

Chapter 2 Passive and Active Systems for Conditioning the Built
Environment
This chapter makes a rough sketch on the physical behaviour of five
indoor environmental elements: light, heat, air, moisture and sound
and then introduces two ways of built-environmental conditioning:
passive and active technologies. A passive system is formed with
building envelope components and its intrinsic nature is to let
selectively in or out the light, heat, and air through them. An active
system consists of mechanical components that function with the
input of “work”. The contrast between passive and active systems is
that the former is associated with diversity and architectural
culture, while on the other hand, the latter with universality and
architectural civilization. Two thought experiments with the use of
an imaginary model heat engine and a drinking bird are given for
clarifying the basic requirement of passive and active systems; this
leads the readers to knowing the requirement of dynamic
equilibrium.

Chapter 3 Basics of Human Biology
This chapter describes the basic characteristics of human body
following the phylogeny of living creatures taking four billion years
and then describes the ontogeny, in particular, of the nervous
system embedded within the whole body of contemporary human
beings. The brief but thorough discussion on the development of
human body in the course of phylogeny and ontogeny reveals that
the contemporary human body has to be regarded as an existence
inheriting the whole biological history. The human body keeps its
state of dynamic equilibrium by ceaselessly taking a series of cyclic
process from sensation via perception to behaviours. In due course,
the evaluation of discomfort is made and a variety of actions for
restoring comfort takes place. Throughout such process for keeping
the state of homeostasis, the flow of water from intake by drinking
to exhalation, urination and perspiration and blood circulation
within ceaselessly takes place.

Chapter 4 Solar and Lunar Effects on Built Environment
This chapter describes the relationship between the Sun and the
Earth with respect to daylight availability for the built environment
and also the relationship between the Sun, the Earth and the Moon
with respect to biological clock existing within the human body. The
variation of solar position is due to the change in the relative
position of the Earth on the heliocentric and elliptic orbit and the
inclination of terrestrial axis for rotation. This characteristic
appearing as the movement of the Sun on the celestial sphere can
effectively be plotted as sun-path diagram, on which a variety of
overhangs and side fins along a window opening or an adjacent
building can also be drawn. Overall solar control effects of
overhangs and side fins along a vertical window facing all directions
from south, via west or via east, to north are presented for a
quantitative understanding.

Chapter 5 Visible Light and Luminous Environment

This chapter starts with a small experiment confirming the
existence of magnetic and electric fields and thereby describes
their intensity variation bringing about the propagation of visible
light as electromagnetic wave. Visible light available within the built
environment stimulates the human eyes and the perception within
the brain is followed. With such basic knowledge in mind, the
discussion extends to what the indoor lighting should be. The
principles of daylighting and electric lighting as the most common
artificial lighting measures are explained and their features in the
exergy-consumption patterns are discussed. How the brightness
perceived by human being through his or her ever changing
luminous environment is discussed and thereby a decrease of the
required illuminance within the work place is revealed to be
possible for the optimization of exergy use for lighting, that is, less
exergy consumption to increase luminous comfort for human
being.

Chapter 6 Heat and Thermal Environment
This chapter first describes what can be observed when taking a
look at a candle light and thereby introduces the basic
characteristics of four paths of heat transfer: radiation, convection,
conduction and evaporation. In order to make a quantitative
discussion on the heat-transfer phenomena, the very basic method
for measuring temperature is given and what the concept of heat,
dispersion, and the definition of thermal equilibrium are explained
briefly but thoroughly. Then, two experimental sets of scaled-down
model houses are demonstrated and the overall effects of thermal
insulation, heat storage, solar control and ventilation on the indoor
thermal environment are discussed. Basic thermal characteristics of
building materials with respect to radiation, convection and
conduction are given and finally thermal exergetic behaviours of
building walls and windows under typical winter and summer
conditions are discussed in order to find a better solutions for
thermal environmental conditioning.

Chapter 7 Thermodynamics
This chapter describes the two laws of thermodynamics: energy
conservation and entropy generation and then the concept of
exergy to be derived from these two laws together with concept of
environmental temperature for a system on focus. The discussion
starts from how the relationship between “work” and “heat” was
conceived and then proceeds to why the concept of entropy
becomes necessary in order to clarify the spontaneity of all
macroscopic natural phenomena. Quantification of dispersion as
entropy with the concept of dispersality and absolute temperature
are given in a manner as easy as possible for a newcomer to the
field of thermodynamics. Then how a heat engine can sustain its
function from exergy input to entropy disposal is explained by
demonstrating of a small Stirling engine model. Based upon the
fundamental conceptualization of exergy concept, “warm” and
“cool” exergies applicable to long-wavelength radiation, convection,
and conduction are thoroughly explained.

Chapter 8 Air and Moisture
This chapter first describes how the discovery of vacuum space was
made and led to the recognition of the finiteness of atmosphere.
The characteristic equation of atmospheric air is explained referring
to the classical experiments made by Boyle, Charles and others.
Thermodynamic consideration on the relationship between
saturated water vapour and liquid water at the condition of
equilibrium brings about a mathematical formula of saturated
water-vapour pressure as a function of temperature. The concept
of “wet” and “dry” exergies, which are similar to the concept of
“warm” and “cool” exergies, are derived on the basis of
thermodynamic principle. The application of these four types of
exergy to a variety of processes such as dehumidification by
mechanical cooling and evaporative cooling taking place at the free
water surface, human-body surface, and leaf surface are discussed
and thereby the importance of evaporation and condensation of
liquid water is explained.

Chapter 9 Mathematical Modelling
This chapter describes how the mathematical modelling can be
made for various systems to be on focus in the built environment.
First, it is confirmed that a physical entity usually holds dual
characteristics: structure (Katachi) and function (Kata), with which
it becomes easier to grasp a variety of mathematical expression. In
order to help those readers, who regard themselves to be less
familiar with mathematical approach, the meaning of symbols,
decimal number system, and the proving process of contradiction
are briefly but thoroughly explained taking structure (Katachi) and
function (Kata) into consideration. The merit of mathematical
approach is demonstrated from the mass balance of a water tank,
via the momentum balance of an atmospheric air system, to the
exergy balances of a rain drop. Then, the methodology for analysing
the exergetic performance of walls and windows are given followed
by the abstract form of unsteady-state differential exergy
conduction of solid.

Chapter 10 Human-Body Exergetic Behaviour
This chapter starts with explaining the relative magnitude of
human-body thermal energy emission, which is surprisingly large in
comparison to solar energy emission. The human body as one of
the most highly-tuned complex system maintains its materially and
thermally dynamic equilibrium as long as being alive by the
ceaseless process from exergy input to entropy disposal into the
immediate environmental space. The human-body exergy balance
is thoroughly described from chemical to thermal process and
thereby some numerical examples in typical winter and summer
conditions are given. It is explained how the manner of builtenvironmental conditioning, whether it is passive- or activetechnology based, affects the optimization of human-body exergy
consumption rate. Dynamic nature of thermal perception caused by
space-wise and time-wise interactions between human body and
the environment is explained from the viewpoint of human-body
exergy balance and the role of radiant exergy in association with
thermal comfort is clarified.

Chapter 11 Flow and Circulation of Matter
This chapter first introduces an active transport system emerging as
a natural phenomenon by demonstrating how a chicken embryo
develops its own body, within which transportation of nutrients
and waste takes place. By doing so the importance of various active
systems for heating and cooling having ducts, fans, water pipes and
pumps is confirmed. How the friction causes pressure drop and the
resulting dispersion as heat emerges is discussed and then the
relationship between pressure decrease and exergy balance are
explained. The concept of “high pressure” and “low-pressure”
exergies is explained and thereby the intrinsic nature of passive and
active systems for ventilation is thoroughly explained. Heat pumps
coupled with underground soil and also cool tube are explained
from the exergetic viewpoint and it is pointed out that there exists
a lot of optimization problems to be solved for rational design of
both passive and active systems.

Chapter 12 Global Environmental System Enfolding BuiltEnvironmental Systems

This chapter describes how the global environmental system
sustains its thermally dynamic equilibrium, with which the global
average temperature remains within a narrow range. The nested
structure of global environmental system explained in Chapter 1 is
redefined so that it can be regarded as a portion of the larger
nested structure including heliosphere, magnetosphere and
atmosphere. The whole of it is briefly explained in relation to the
cloud forming process. Then, the exergy balance of global
environmental system is explained and thereby its self-organizing
mechanism from exergy input to entropy disposal is discussed. The
exquisite combination of natural phenomena from the absorption
of solar radiation, cloud formation, via atmospheric air circulation
and precipitation, to the emission of long-wavelength radiation
realises the global exergy-entropy process. This recognition leads to
what the rational design of built-environmental systems are; that is,
the emulation of the nature developed by the global environmental
system.
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